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EDITOR’S NOTES 

I’ve written many haibun about my dad. At times, he and I had a strained 
relationship. I always yearned to be closer to him as I felt our personalities 
were similar in many ways. Ironically, when I moved 650 miles away, we 
became closer. Still, most of our telephone conversations centered around 
the weather or the price of gasoline. A couple of weeks ago I called to talk 
to my mom.  She wasn’t in so I figured I’d have my usual five minute chat 
with dad — surprisingly, we went well past the five minute mark. At one 
point, dad confessed to me that he had always wanted to go to Belize. 
When I was a kid I think he had said he wanted to visit Australia or New 
Zealand.  He never got to any of those places. He told my mom that when 
he retired he wasn’t going to do anything but sit in his recliner. That’s pretty 
much what he did. Dad was easily chilled and often rested in his La-Z-Boy 
with his favorite afghan pulled clean over his head. We never knew if he 
was sleeping or not until his baritone voice bellowed out the correct answer 
to a Jeopardy question from under the crocheted coverlet. The geography 
categories were his favorite. 
 
My dad passed away on October 18, 2014. We placed his beloved afghan 
at the foot of the casket. I hope that wherever he is, it is more beautiful than 
any place he ever wanted to go. 
 
journeys
a faded map
full of pin points

Terri L. French

November, 2014  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S.M. Abeles, US 

day break

a sunbeam angles

through her abandon


tonight

you can make out

Jupiter's rings

can you handle

the enormity of me?
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Johnny Baranski, US 

all star pitcher

a diamond in

each ear


ants in the sugar bowl

the need for company

this lonely night


sweet and sour pork

eating alone

at a table for two
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Augustine Baron, US 

a cockalorum

but mostly

a cock


smashing the piñata

my woes tumble out —

pity party
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Brad Bennett, US 

stale crusts . . .

an old coot

feeds the ducks


meditation — 

my same old thoughts

now in italics
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Mark Brager, US 

Gospel reading — 

in sign language her fingers

walk on water


in-flight movie

along the curve of the earth

end credits


goth son

once we chased

fireflies
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Alan S. Bridges, US 

waiter fresh out of peripheral vision


COEXIST bumper sticker guy shoots me the bird
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Randy Brooks, US 

budget meeting break

the size of deficits

at the urinal


the number of days

without a drink

his new app
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Helen Buckingham, UK 

dog moon

a tourist checks out

where locals fear to tread


results morning

stung by a B
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Susan Burch, US 

Black Ice 

You look at me accusingly, your eyes piercing mine, trying to decide if

I’m telling the truth. Your mouth is already frowning. I bet you think I

planned this, or that I’m lying when I say I can’t go with you, that I

have a migraine. But what hurts more than my head, more than the

stabbing pain in my eye, and more than the sensitivity to light and

noise, is your disbelief, that you think I would lie, that I would make

this up just to get out of visiting your parents, who have always been

nice to me. I can see you clenching your jaw, as if you want to say

something and are holding yourself back. Well I’m holding back too,

ready to let it all out, ready to tell you that you have no idea how it

feels to constantly get migraines, not one, but many — several times a

week. You don’t understand how much pain I’m in, how badly I need to lie

in bed instead of talking to you or your relatives, or anyone at all,

how it’s a chronic illness that has no cure. You don’t understand

because you never get sick. You’re the epitome of healthiness, the

opposite of me. Sometimes I wish you could feel what I feel, so you

would know what I know, that I couldn’t have planned this, that I would

never want to feel this way, and that I hate missing out on you, on

life. But I never get the chance to, because you turn around and walk

away, not saying another word. But you don’t have to. I can feel the

weight of your disappointment and anger pressing into me, making my head

ache even worse than before, as finally, I climb into bed.


holiday blues

you forget to bring me

a slice of pie
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Andy Burkhart, US 

thistledown i apologize


Organizing By Jennifer

her magnetic car sign

crooked


dead termites

the exterminator

lights a cigarette
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Sondra Byrnes, US 

oneness —

i set the meditation timer

on my iPhone


cockleburs —

all those mistakes

i’ve made
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Aubrie Cox, US 

Fog and Temporary Incapacitation for Verbal Articulation on 
Love and Gratitude 

You’re shipwrecked on the couch again, fingers wet cardboard barely bent 
around his.


Like a lighthouse he holds on for both of you.


flood-meadow

the weight of faded

star charts


Active Advisory


Not even out of bed, you see lightning through your eyelids and feel thun-
der in your knees. The forecast predicts drowning at best.


roadside teddy bear

speed limit

through a ghost town
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Peggy Delmas, US 

courteous cashier

name tag reads

"Vendetta"
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Garry Eaton, Canada 

a Christmas gift 

from his divorce attorney

red tape


old hunting lodge

a moose head

in the dumpster
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Bruce England, US 

life . . . just carbon on a DNA trip
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Haiku Elvis (Carlos Colón), US 

glass slipper

the odor of someone

else's foot


music for

the end of the world

apocalypso


full moon

howlin’ wolf

on the turntable
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Robert Epstein, US 

homeless couple

screaming at the top of their lungs

over nothing


fresh cut grass

the way she mows

me down
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Al Fogel, US 

lottery winner —

distant relatives 

a lot closer


hunting season —

a herd of antlers 

take aim 

teen heart-throb . . . 

now the spokesperson 

for a cardiac machine
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Terri L. French, US 

bipolar disorder —
rainbows floating
on oil slicks

nebula . . .
all those words
on the tip of my tongue

no-z’s

insomnia
all my dreams
wait in the wings

insomnia
a flock of sheep
refuses to jump

insomnia
empathizing with 
the day moon

insomnia
wishing I was out
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Chase Gagnon, US 

Visions 

He's knocking at the door again, that hooded man with a bible trying to 
sell me death. I told him I have nothing left a thousand times, but there's 
always a new sale I still can't afford.


another withdrawal

the last of my hope

spent on scratch-off tickets


No one ever cries in the darkness of the womb, a primitive world encased 
with a nurturing, godless sky kicked by feet doomed to walk.


doubting what's real

I fall to my knees and pray

to relapse


Fear is a balcony I want to jump from even if it kills me. My feet are tired of 
walking while I search for safe, golden cities that don’t exist. Shrapnel of 
who I used to be shatters the windows of the mental apartment I've been 
hiding in. The sound of this inner war keeps me awake at night. Monsters 
in my closet pack their things and retire to Hawaii while my world burns,

exuding smoke into the sky that's lost in the smog of Detroit.


colorless existence . . .

the scars inside my wrist

now a faint pink
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If I could paint the world with my pain (every last empty coloring-book out-
line) I'd wander outside those conforming lines with blood. Why must we 
know everything? And why must the divine artist sign his/her name be-
neath every stroke? Why can't we all just be right?


codeine visions . . .

sweet moans from the gods

who fuck in my mind


Immaculate conception of brilliance in the minds of poets and artists starv-
ing in ghetto apartments doesn’t exist. They were bent over and fucked by 
life, inseminated with genius ramblings that'll outlive them by hundreds of 
years. I've seen brilliance in graffiti on the walls of Packard, that visual 
voice speaks louder than the freight train's horn that rang in the ears of 
“unbreakable” men brought to their knees with tears on the tracks. If the 
universe has ears, it's surely listening . . . and crying.


police lights strobe my wall

. . . knees colder

than Kerouac's
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Brent Goodman, US 

pottery shards

the little hebrew

i remember


loon call

my second cousin

off her meds


dating again

she shares her moon cycle

with the ocean
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Tim Graves, UK 

Workplace etiquette

my new performance target

hit fewer colleagues
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Carolyn Hinderliter, US 

all over his face royal flush
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Algeria Imperial, Canada 

by the vent 

i get the story

word for word
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Algeria Imperial, Canada 

Window by window 

She peels her mornings.  A miser of darkness, she lets the sun in by 
strands. I saw her once. She is a flower.


at the cusp

of Cancer and Leo

a fire wheel


We 

We write our names together. It's marriage says the book. Our meals 
apart. It's work. We feed different nights. In different skies. What then is it?


cross wind —

cliffs echoing

wrong echoes
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Elmedin Kadric, Sweden 


asleep in the back

the hitchhiker

sucks his thumb


driving home —

nobody to hold

the ashes


afraid of heights 

he asks

about hell
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Cliff Kalina, US 

3rd glass of wine

parting

the Red Sea
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Barbara Kaufmann, US 
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Arvinder Kaur, India 

leaves fall —

my friend suggests

detachment


kitchen gossip —

the sound of her knife

on the chopping board
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David J. Kelly, Ireland 

Scottish wedding

skirting around the issue

of kilts
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David J. Kelly, Ireland 
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S.M. Kozubek, US 

nearly dead

gnarled tree

still upright

how I want

to go
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S.M. Kozubek, US 

Prodigal 

I had lived with a rigid schedule of classes, homework and sports 
throughout high school. In college I was forced for the first time to allocate 
my own time and goals. This frightening new freedom left me feeling im-
prisoned. I began missing classes and justified further absences by judg-
ing my situation hopeless, which became a self-fulfilling prophesy. Soon, I 
began experimenting with alcohol and hashish.


after the stroke

shuffling to work

one foot after another


After my sophomore year I flew to Europe with three hundred dollars and a 
backpack containing only clothes and two books of poetry. I hitchhiked 
through England, Belgium, France, Germany, and Austria, sleeping in 
youth hostels, running out of money, and surviving on bread and cheese. 
Seven hundred miles later, I caught a flight in England and returned home. 

Completing college didn’t deem so difficult after that.


drill sergeant

a splash of ice water

in my face
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Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy, UK 
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G.R. LeBlanc, Canada 

ligularia petals

the gossip

of old women
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Lydia Lecheva, Bulgaria 

half-moon in a foreign sky

the other half

he keeps in Kosovo
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Chen-ou Liu, Canada 

poetry reading

the summer air alive

with ring tones


the critic

who has the cocksure air

of a squatter

thinks he owns

the reading space of my poem
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Gregory Longenecker, US 

Thanksgiving

the ping pong table

of emotion
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Maya Lyubenova, Bulgaria 
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Maya Lyubenova, Bulgaria 
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Joe McKeon, US 

haiku moment

sometimes a cigar

is just a cigar


bases loaded

my son says

he can't hold it
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Jonathan McKeown, Australia 

thirty year reunion

my old mates discuss

pork belly
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Jonathan McKeown, Australia 

Acrobat 

“. . . and the two shall become one flesh . . .” (Genesis 2: 24)


“That’s one of the bad things about having parents who are divorced,” she 
says.


“What’s that?” I ask curiously, having never heard her use the D-word so 
frankly.


“You have to twice as much grocery shopping.” She laughs ingenuously as 
if it really is funny, and says, “I was here yesterday with Mum.”


“Yeah,” I say, “I guess that would be a bummer. I hate shopping too. But 
we don’t have to get much today . . .”


That was yesterday.


It’s school holidays, and today she’s with my Mum at the Botanic Gardens. 
A little while ago I received a text message from Mum’s phone: “Hi Dad, I 
wrote a haiku for u:


       the spider’s shining tight rope held I wonder about my chances.”


I never let on but there are times I wonder too . . . times I pray . . .


Sunday drop-off

the distance between us


she walks alone
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John McManus, UK 

90th birthday

I forge the signature

of her only child


weight room

a bodybuilder tries

to pick me up
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Lauren Mayhew, US 

low tide

a clam spits

on my toes


bottle & can

her return

to poverty
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Archana Kapoor Nagpal, India 

addiction chatroom

I login

again
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Veronika Zora Novak, Canada 

Moonless Nights 

He took my virginity in high school.  We crossed paths several years later.  
I let him fuck me again.  Optimistically, I thought, "Maybe this time 
'round?"  After he ejaculated, he got up, dressed, sputtered, "Not bad, 
thanks.", and quickly ushered me out the door.


"Wookin' pa nub in all da wrong places . . ."


every touch . . .

a deeper shade

of black
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David Oates, US 

midnight near Vidalia, Georgia

the Huddle house waitress

laughs at my joke

raising her hand to cover

methed up teeth
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Richard Penn, Canada 

survivor's guilt

the last thing she said to him

stop snoring
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Kala Ramesh, India 

Grandfather 

On the radio, a film song from the 40’s . . .


Grandfather gets into one of his talking moods . . . “Your grandmother — 
What a sweet woman she was, how pretty to look at — not the way these 
beauty queens look, huh? Tell me grandson — do you really like these girls 
so thin? Why do you smile? You think that beauty can be appreciated only 
by you young fellows?


“Madhubala . . . Did you know I had a picture of her in my cupboard, ’til 
your grandmother discovered it one day? 'What? You worm!' she 
screamed at me. I snatched the photo from her and tore it up. Later, I went 
into the bathroom and wept bitterly, because Madhubala had been with 
me through my college days and now she was no more.”


he begins to snore

on whiffs of raat ki rani

. . . night raga 


Madhubala was a renowned Hindi actress in the 40's 
raat ki raani - night jasmine 
raga - Indian melody 
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Dave Read, Canada 

feeling

his sadness spread

blues jam


serving

sage advice

master chef


analog clock

he waits for her to

come around again
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Michael Rehling, US 

i dont know how they chose it

all the crows

. . . in this one tree


a fly lands of my crotch

hell i wasnt 

using it anyway


stirring my scotch with a nail 

smoking a cigar i see the clouds forming and wonder to myself if anything i 
did caused that figure to form in the sky. what part of me is up there. does 
it matter. no i guess it does not. my little circle of smoke did not meet with 
cumulus clouds to form the eye in the sky. and yet i feel a tinge of pride. 
yes pride. maybe all i did was inspire that cloud. maybe all i did was wish 
that shape into the sky. but dammit i am part of it somehow. or so i be-
lieve. or so i believe.


drunk

passing through 

nebraska

a gorilla 

winks at me
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Jackie Maugh Robinson, US 

Seventh Avenue Muse 

I’m laughing along with other commuters as we watch the odd buskers 
performing on the subway platform in front of signs advertising wide band, 
comfortable underwear and summer vacations to Belize.  One of them 
coaxes a tortured tune from his slide-raked flat top guitar while the racket 
of his buddy’s mismatched tambourines suggests something close to 
rhythm.  But it’s a kilt-clad red-head that causes the captive audience to 
stare and point.  He stands behind a Plexiglas contraption that all but 
mutes the sound of his bagpipes.


Suddenly a train comes through and, while it sweeps past, the guitar play-
er pushes the button on a big bubble machine and sings out, “Here she 
goes, boys. Here she goes.”  As the last subway car roars by, thousands 
of bubbles are sucked along after it.


Waiting for the 4:07 —

I wonder if dreams

chase dreamers


Darndest Things 

Endless sibling competition for favored nation status. He’s five, his sister 
two years younger. From the general direction of the upstairs playroom a 
yowl. Eyes raised to the ceiling, their mother shouts. “Phillip, what’s the 
matter with your sister?” Comes back the not reassuring reply, “Don’t wor-
ry; it’s okay. Hannah just thinks I hit her!”


nursery bed check

reveals an angel

. . . wait for it
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Ken Sawitri, Indonesia 

Independence Day

kindergarten kids sing

military songs
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Carl Seguiban, Canada 

dry pond —

a boy jumps in

the sound of pain


finally home

the soldier

packs his bag


summer's end —

our trip to Mexico

measured in ‘likes’


wharf market —

yesterday's headline

smells fishy
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Shloka Shankar, India 

lazy Sunday . . .

dad's clipped toenails

in the trash
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Shloka Shankar, India 
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Stanley Siceloff, US 

washed ashore

a horseshoe crab

whose luck ran out
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Debbie Strange, Canada 
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André Surridge, New Zealand 

tequila shots

the man in the moon

never looked so good


new lipstick

she folds away her smile

in a mirror
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Charles D. Tarlton, US 

mysteries

only the most delicate

fingers can unsnarl

deep in Broca’s area

incomprehensibles


Broca’s area is a region in the frontal lobe of one 
hemisphere (usually the left) of the brain with func-
tions linked to speech production. 
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Paresh Tiwari, India 

driftwood . . .

am i the sum total

of my shadows


divorce papers . . .

we end up deleting 

the ampersand


Looper 

The night train rolls in on a carpet of mist . . . an old clock somewhere 
strikes nine. I roll down and button up, the sleeves of my shirt.


The night train rolls out on the carpet of mist, the tea vendor and the mon-
grel still keep me company.


all that matters

the wetness of earth

on her grave
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Jennifer Thompson, US 

torn sky

I sing a lullaby

to the stars

as my children sleep

across town


slipping into

the life of a single mom

on the laundry line

my favorite dress dances

with the breeze


blue moon

a sure thing waits

on the corner


first date

she breaks the ice

with her teeth
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Jennifer Thompson, US 
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Jennifer Thompson, US 
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Julie Warther, US 

one year to live . . .

only the letters

we were meant to find


in condensation

on the shower door

my new haiku


w(rest)le


Giza pyramids . . .

snapping pictures

with a disposable camera
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Julie Warther, US 

Amber 

by the time 

we let her have

whatever she wants

she doesn't 


September's end . . .

lifting my agility dog

onto a blanket


no longer able to move

our collie herds us

with her eyes


in the time between

games and appointments

we schedule a death


the best laid plans

not mine —

a still-full syringe


without a sound

the meter reader

comes and goes


enough dying for one day

I open a window

for the fly


cleaning out the dog's dish

after her death . . .

the cat
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Ernest Wit, Poland 

consumption

each year coughing up

more money


the ruins

of a haunted house

I pass through walls
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W.S., US 

brings the boss his coffee

to stimulate

the shit that drips down the ladder


before bed

the reformed arsonist

secretly lights a candle or two
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